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GETTING STARTED
INTRODUCTION
Why the need of such a tool?
The M-GS Destriping plugin integrates the unique expertise of Estimages in geostatistical filtering of
seismic data directly into OpendTect.
Most noise removal is performed during seismic data processing in the prestack domain. However,
coherent noise can still be present in the stacked seismic data, overprinting geologic information. Seismic
acquisition footprint and processing artefacts are problematic noises in seismic data which, if left unattenuated, can distort post-stack datasets and compromise processing and interpretation quality.
ESTIMAGES and dGB Earth Sciences have jointly work to provide a tool that efficiently removes
acquisition footprint and processing artefact from post-stack seismic data.
How does it really work?
The solution is a semi-automatic filtering tool to remove stripes from the data with as few parameters
as possible. It is based on factorial kriging technique. The Destriping algorithm relies on an underlying
variogram model composed of two structures: a signal structure and a noise structure (in the form of
stripes). The variogram parameters of the two structures are optimized during an iterative process. Once
the parameters are determined and slightly smoothed, the stripes are filtered out by factorial kriging.
This user guide is designed to help you make the most out of your M-GS Destriping.

QUICK START WITH THE DECISION TREE
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EXAMPLE OF RESULT
Below is an example of a destriping process: input data on the left and the filtered data on the right.

Raw Data

Filtered Data

DESTRIPE DATA
PRESENTATION
From the main toolbar, launch the plugin by clicking the M-GS Destriping icon.

Input type can be a seismic volume or an extracted horizon.
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Volume

Select an Input Cube and an optional subvolume.
You need to specify Data:


Amplitudes



Attributes


You need to specify Footprint type (cf. decision tree p.3):
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Energetic



Structural
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Horizon

Data option:


Z-value to filter directly a surface



Surface to filter an attribute extracted along a surface

Parameters
1. Footprint width: specify the width of the footprint in the survey unit system (m or ft)
2. Footprint orientation: specify whether the footprint is along IL or along XL (cf. sketch below)
3. Compute footprint: Save the extracted striping or not. If saved, for the volume case, the output
volume will have two components: destriping and footprint.
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MEASURE STRIPES
Stripes can be measured directly using OpendTect Measure Distance tool.

For a periodic footprint, the width parameter to enter generally corresponds to the period divided by 2.
For isolated patches where the periodicity is not obvious, you can use the semi-period, noted “½
period” on this figure which directly equals the footprint’s width.

WARNING
Data with extreme values may create a bias on the iterative filtering process. We suggest to replace them
with NaN values before the computation.
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EXAMPLE ON AN ATTRIBUTE VOLUME
Example from the F3-Demo survey offshore (Netherlands). First, we compute an energetic attribute from
"AllLines" seismic volume (see: OpendTect documentation - Energy) with the following parameters:


Time gate: -200 ; 200



Output: Sqrt(Energy)

This operation creates a new volume named RMS400.
The new volume shows stripes in the inline direction and an average width of 250 meters. We can remove
those stripes using the M-GS destriping plugin while preserving the underlying signal.

Below is the result of the Destriping on RMS400 z-slice 924 ; if necessary, a second run could improve
even more the results.

Raw Data
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Filtered Data
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Artefacts

EXAMPLE ON A CASE STUDY
BLACK RIDGE 3D
This case study follows the page 3 Decision Tree of this User Guide.
1. We calculated an RMS attribute (+/- 12ms window) from the raw seismic data.

Time-slices: Raw Data (left) & RMS attribute (right)
Here, a major energetic footprint of 150m is visible along the inline direction.
2. After having identified an energetic footprint, we used the option « Energetic » and the width of
this footprint (150m) to filter the Raw data.
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Crossline sections: Raw Data (upper image); Filtered from 150m energetic footprint in the Inline
direction (center image); Artefacts (lower image)

Time-slices: Raw Data (upper image); Filtered from 150m energetic footprint in the Inline direction
(center image); Artefacts (lower image)
There is a remaining footprint on the crossline section of the filtered seismic.
Here there is a chance that a structural footprint also impacts the data. It can be highlighted
by calculating a structural attribute.
3. We calculated a structural attribute from the raw seismic data.

Time-slices: Raw Data (left) & Semblance attribute (right)
Here, a structural footprint is visible in some parts of the data.
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4. After having identified a structural footprint, we used the option « Structural » and the width of
this footprint (80m) to filter a 2nd time. As an input, we used the seismic amplitudes already
filtered from the energetic footprint of 150m.

Crossline sections: Raw Data (upper image); Filtered from 80m structural footprint in the Inline direction
(center image); Artefacts after the 150m & 80m filtering processes (lower image)

Time-slices: Raw Data (upper image); Filtered from 80m structural footprint in the Inline direction
(center image); Artefacts after the 150m & 80m filtering processes (lower image)

WARNING
Beware not to perform more than 2 cascaded filtering processes. If you perform too many filtering from
a previous output, the algorithm might reach its limitation and you will start creating artefacts in the
data.
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